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This first batch of Chicken Soup for Teens consists of 101 stories every teenager can relate to and

learn from -- without feeling criticized or judged. This edition contains important lessons on the

nature of friendship and love, the importance of belief in the future, and the value of respect for

oneself and others, and much more.
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I am 11 years old,a young adolesence boy,My mother (a.k.a Santa Claus) bought me Chicken Soup

For The Teenage Soul for CHristmas. I immediately put my other presents away and started

reading.It was sad,heart warming,and happy at certain times.I realized how special I really am. It

was amazing how other people around and over my age felt.Also very nice to see how girls feel and

want in a man. Also,how no matter how hard times get,suicide is never the answer. There was two

stories in particular I loved Sparky (in the section "On Learning)you will never believe the ending.

Another on of my favorites is about suicide and how everybody deserves a friend it is Always Return

Your Phone Calls (in the section "Tough Stuff") It is sad,beatiful,and very inspirational. I suggest this

book to every kid my age this book is so good I am going to read it over and over again. Thank-you.



This book is great. I didn't know there were so many great true stories out there, but the authors of

"Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul III" have found many more inspirational stories. This book was

written to help teens deal with the issues that they face everyday, from first love to heartache, from

best friends to enemies. This book will help guide you through the tough times and add happiness

to the great times. The best part of this book is that the stories are written by teens for teens. There

is something for everyone in it. The variety in this book is great. From the cartoons to the poems,

you will never get bored of reading it. I could barely put it down. I learned a lot of great lessons while

reading it. Another great point of this book is that you can go back and read different sections over

again, depending on your mood. For example if you are depressed and want to read a story to

brighten your day you can read one out of the "The Power of Love" chapter. I strongly recommend

this book to anyone looking for a great read.

When I first heard about Chicken Soup For The Teenage Soul, I was not in a hurry to purchase or

even read it. Later though, my freind bought it and I read a story he told me too. WOW! That one

page of what he went through totally changed my perspective on life. I went home and bought the

book that night. When I began to read it I relized what I had read was just the beginning of a

renewal on the way that I treat and look at my life. Day after day I read a few stories at a time. There

were stories that caused my to laugh, cry, smile, frown, get scared, think, and love. If there were

more stars beside just 5, I would give them to this book. I feel like this book has renewed so many

things in my life that I believe i am a different person. I also have learned many lessons about

family, life, freinds, and many many other things. I would recomend this book to anyone that needs

a little hope, inspiration, renewal, or just a nice read. Thank yo for your time and if you read Chicken

Soup for the Teenage soul I hope that you enjoy, wait, I know that you will enjoy every story in

there. Thank You!

When i sat down to read chicken soup for the teenage soul i gfigured it would be something written

for younger teenagers. Myself being a 19yr old college student i didnt think i would like it. Well let

me tell you i was tottaly wrong. Within the first half hour of reading this book i determined it was

perfect for me. I got to the point where i could not put this book down. The stories of the heart

submitted by other readers touched my heart. Whether it was reading about young love or

friendship wvery story related to my life in some way. Whether you are a teenager looking for a

book, or a parent looking for a book for your teenager, i would highly recomend Chicken soup for

the teenage soul!



I am an avid follower of the Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul series and after reading Teen 3 I

have to admit I am increadibly impressed by the calibur in which this book was written. Teenagers

obviously have alot to say, and in this book they say it with such heart, such intelligence and such

gentle wisdom. I read the entire book in one sitting, I couldn't put it down and in that I realized

something, that with all the books out there for teenagers, as a teen, I would much rather read

stories written by my peers. The first two books of the series were increadible, but there is

something to be said for that fact that this was the first to make me cry, laugh, and re-read the next

day.

I thought this was a really good book. I'm thirteen now , but I read a Chicken Soup For the soul book

for the first time when I was twelve. I have Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul 2 and 3. And my

younger brother recently got Chicken Soup for the Kid's Soul. Some of the stories I read didn't apply

to me, but I still enjoyed reading them, and seeing how the different people overcame different

situations. I was especially touched by one story entitled " Tell Me Why You cry" in Chicken Soup

for the teenage Soul two. But I won't say what is was about. I'll let you find out for yourself. Because

every teenage kid, or twelve and eleven year-olds should read these books. Because whether they

make an impact on your life or not, they will show you that you can overcome anything if you try.

This book was a gift from my mother when I was younger going through my rough times in life. At

first I thought that it was a stupid gift and and didn't read it. But one day sitting around board I

thought I should take a look after that there was no way to get me to put it down. What really

attracted me to it was the very first part was about love, and me being in a new relationship I

profited a lot from it. Besides this book teaching us about love it also talks about life and our growing

world. It shows us that life isn't always perfect. No matter what you've just been through either a

death or a broken relationship, someone has already been there and they got through it and so will

you in time. If there was any book I would recomend this would be one of them.
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